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Miller was the first tti lrivestigate the problem of the chromatic number of set-systems. In the 
present paper I give 4 condition concerning the number of edges. which implies that the 
chromatic number of the n-graph equals 2. Thi, result is sharper than the earlier results obtained 
by P. Erdiis. A. Hajnat and W.M. Schmidt. 
1. Introduction 
A hypergraph is a collection of sets. This paper deals with finite hypergraphs 
only. The sets in the hypergraph are called edges, and the elements of these edges 
are points. The hypergraph is r-uniform if every edge has r points. 
The chromatic Ilumber of a hypergraph is the least number k, such that the points 
can be k-colored so that no edge is monochromatic. In our understanding any map 
f: G-+(1,..., k} is a k-coioration of a hypergraph, i.e. monochromatic edges are 
also sllowed. 
Let m(n) be the minimum number of edges of a 3-chromatic n-uniform 
hypergraph. It is known f4, 2] 
Erdiis and LovQsz [3i suggested that 
We shall prove this. 
Theorem 1.1. 
m(n)&logn2” if n 3 21tlut 
(log n is the binary log cf n). 
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2. The proof of Theorem 1 .l e 
Let G be n-uniform hypergraph and denote by E and P the number of edges 
and points of G respectively. If E = [slog n 2”] (the square bracket% denoting the 
integral part) then we show that the points can be 2-colored so that no edge is 
monochromatic. The proof will be nonconstructive. 
For every 2-coloration C of G we define a sequence of r&tions as follows 
eRff e,fElG, k=l,..., n 
holds if and only if the coloration C satisfies the conditions 
(a) e is monochromatic 
(b) e 1’7 f# 8 and the edge f contains exactly k points with the same color as that 
of e. 
it is trivial that the number of all 2-colorations of G is equal to 2’. Let C&S) the 
set of 2-coloration; C such that there are CY + 1 edges of G: e&, . . .,fa such tfrat 
eR:f, holds whenever j = 1,. . ., a. 
We give an ulpper bound for 1 Ck (a) f- 
Lemma 2.1, 
Proof. In the 2-coloration C we take the number 01’ ordered pairs of edges (e,f) 
for which eR:f holds and we denote by 9 the sum of these numbers for all 
2-colorations. Ht is evident that 
3 can also be computed in an other way. Consider edges e, fi If 1 e n fl = s then 
the number of 2-colorations C with eR:f is equal to 2(z1:)2P-2n+r and is obviously 
less than 2x:=, (;- 32P-2n+s. Thus summing over all pairs (e,f) we get that 
If we combine (2) and (3) this completes the proof of the lemma. 
In the next part we sketch the idea of the proof. The sum of the number of 
monochromatic edges in all of 2-colorations of the hypergrayjh G is equal to 
W = E2-+l, because there are 2F-n+i Z-coiorations for which a given edge is 
monochromatic, Throw away the 2-colorations 
G,w j = 1,. . .I* L. 
L = log n will be specified tater. We consider the inequalit:: 
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W = E2P-n+‘<(L + 1) 2 ( 
Our purpose is to choose cr, large enough so that equation (4) holds; yet they 
have to be small enough to force (via a later equation) there to be a recoloring C’** 
with no monochromatic edges. Thus the LY, will be explicitly determined later. 
Accept for the PXV. t the following assumption: 
Assumption. There is a 2-coloration C* of G such that the number of mono- 
chromatic edges is equal tc !., where &sL and C*EC,(ct,), l~j~k. 
It is trivial that (4) implies the Assumption. We investigate the consequences of 
the Assumption. 
Without loss of generality assume the monochromatic edges of C” are el, . _ ., ek. 
If 1 ~j s k then we say that r, = (a,.. . ., a,) is a representative j-se1 if we can 
choose j monochromatic edges ei, I = 1,. . .,j for which 
uf E ei, IL= l,...,j. 
A point can be contained in several edges and also an edge can contain several 
points. Denote by %, the number of the representatiqde j-sets. 
Lemma 2.2. 
Prouti. Each representative k-set sontains exactly c> representative j-sets so the 
number of representative j-sets contained in representative &-sets taken with 
multiplicities is equal to 4!& ck). This stands on the right hand side of (5). But each 
representative j-set is contained in at least (Z-3 representative k -sets, consequently 
For simplicity we imagine the tvx colors as red and blue. Without loss of generality 
assume the red edges of C* are el, . . ., e, and the blue edges are e,, Ir.1 ., e,. We say 
that a representative k-set (from el, . . ., ek) is “good”, if after changing the colors in 
these poiiits we obtain a new 2-coloration with no monochromatic edge. We are to 
find a “good” representative k-set. 
We consfder a representative k -se;; fk = {a,, . . ., uk ) which is not “good”. Let f 
be an edge such that after changing the colors in the points of ~j it is monochroma- 
tic. ltt is obvious that f# e, i = 1, . ., k. Without LOSS of generality we car, assume 
that the color of f is blue in C’*‘“l’. Clearly 
fn LBJ e, = e n {a,, . II ., a,) = {a,,, . . l , a,}, 
i--l 
where 1 S it < l - l < & d p. 
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Suppose that a,, E e, (I 6 j 6 p). ‘Then eJ? kC* f holds because the color of e, in C* 
is red, ej f~ f > (a,,) and the edge f contains exactly h red points. From the ordered 
gbair <fi rk \{a,, . . .$ Ui,)) we can construct rk : 
h = (/” h e.)u(r, \{%o+e7aih))9 
therefore the nur;iber of the “bad” representative k-sets is less than or equal to the 
number of ordered pairs <fi rk +) satisfying the conditions: 3j (1 G j *z k) and 3h 
(1 6 h G k) such that eJ??*f holds and rk+ is a representative (k - Q-set. 
’ From the Assumption we obtain C* P Cj(Qj) j := 1,. . ., k therefore the number 
of edges f, satisfying e,R~‘f for a suitable j and h is less than or equal to CY~. 
Consequently for the number of ordered pairs we obtain the upper bound: 
k( 2 Uh%-h). 
h=l 
Thus if the inequality 
%k-k 
. 
(6) 
hoids then there exists a “good” representative k-set and the proof will be 
complete. 
Using (5) we obtain that (6) wi!l follow from 
We define L = 
(3Lh =
then (‘7) holds. ck(&) has meaning, because cy,, a 1 if n * 100. One may now finish 
the proof showing the validity of the Assumption. Wow it is sufficient o prove (4) 
E2P-n+1 <(L + 1) (9 
where E = [i log fi 2” 1. Since 4 log it a L a h a simple compsl tat ion shows that 
Using (I) and (10) we see that 
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Summing up we obtain 
Since $logn >L ah we have 
ifn~10. 
it follows that 
Since I = f$ log n]? then a simple ~ornput~ti~~ shows that 
Since E = [a log n 2”] then (4) holds, which was to be proved. 
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